Serendip To Aid Cruiser Campaign

The Serendip will take part in a program at the Rita Theater, Sunday afternoon, January 19th. The time is 2:30 o'clock.

The proceeds will be contributed to the cause of the women of the United States, the United States Cruiser "NEW YORK," which is now on its way to the scene of the disaster at the Mediterranean Sea.

The program will consist of music and entertainment, and will be open to all.

Dr. and Mrs. Jonathan Clark Reed, in a series of lectures on the United States Cruiser "NEW YORK," will present the first part of the program.

Miss Rogers Weds Coast Guard Ensign

Miss Ruth Draper, internationally known for her solo-dramas, will present a program at the G.S.W.C. auditorium on February 11th.

Miss Draper's program is as follows:

A New York Factory Girl
On the Porch in a Maine Village
A Class in Greek Poise
Intermission
Three Breakfasts
1. The First—In a Suburb
2. After Fifteen Years—In the City
3. After Forty Years—On a Farm

Miss Draper is under the exclusive management of HUROK attractions.

Dr. Stone Will Be Vesper Speaker

Mary Sue Griffin was the speaker on the Vesper program last night.

Her subject was "How Is Your Be-" and "Betty Majette was the program leader.

Next Sunday night Dr. Olive Stone, sociology professor, will be the principal speaker. She will be assisted by Dorothy Bly Swarm.

Near some very inspirational programs have been offered to the students by the V.W.C.A. Each of these is under the indirect leadership of Paul Frizelle and Pat Forrest.

Show them your appreciation of their efforts by being there on Thursday and Sunday night. On Thursday the time is 7:15, on Sunday, 8:45.

Ivey Reviews Book At Club and Forum

Miss Leonora Fry, head of the Physical Education department, here at G.S.W.C., reviewed the "Theodore Roosevelt's "What's In a Nation" was by John Steinbeck. This book, her review covered the story as a play, on Monday at the meeting of the Dramatic Committee of the Y.W.C.A.

On Thursday, she reviewed it alone as a book, at the meeting of the Readers' Forum.

This novel, which Steinbeck's latest work, has been chosen as one of the outstanding novels by the Book-of-the-Month Club. Other than Steinbeck's books include "Of Mice and Men" and "Grapes of Wrath," two of which have been made into movies.

Miss Drew Begins Clothing Class For Valdosta's Women

Miss Lola Drew, head of the Home Economics Department, has now taken over the classes in clothing at G.S.W.C. She is held a class Monday and Tuesday mornings and by appointment. She will be in charge of the courses and will be aided by Miss Roberts, Home Economics professor.

The class is open to all and will teach the student how to make her own clothing and to design and cut her own patterns.

Spring Holidays To Last One Week

Spring holidays will last one week and will be from March 19th to March 26th. The Commencement Monday, March 21st, will be the last day for graduation this year.

The following will be held:

1. All clubs and organizations will hold their last meetings.
2. The work of the year will be given.
3. Graduation exercises will be held.
4. The final argument will be given.

Angell's Book Liked By Readers

Book of the Month Club author, Sir Norman Angell will be on the campus Feb. 17th for a reading and discussion meeting. This is his eighth visit here.

NEW REGIME SHOWS PROMISE

A new Governor of Georgia has been elected, a new board of Regents has been appointed, Dr. Pittman has been reappointed to his post, and it is expected that the new regime will materially aid, and not impede, the progress of education in Georgia.

Everyone is familiar with the series of events which precipitated Georgia into the nation's spotlight and caused one of the stormiest political fights in our history. Yet, political uproar also brought unfavorable publicity to the University System of Georgia and caused it to be investigated by a Federal Senate committee. The trustees were abruptly asked from their responsible positions, a Board of Regents was shuffled around, a handful of playing cards, and general chaos resulted.

Today we feel slightly more secure about our educational future because several steps have been taken this week toward restoration of the University system. Eliza Arnold has appointed a new Board of Regents and they have been approved to take over the control of the university. Many of these men served before and are thoroughly familiar with their responsibilities. Marion Smith, prominent Atlanta attorney, has been elected by board of trustees to chair the board (Continued on Page Three).

FROM AN EDITOR'S NOTES

The War Bond Scholarship committee has thought up a new idea with its faces of Hirohite, Mussolini, and Hitler. It certainly should be lots of fun which stands on those hearing students adorning the bulletin boards. The Sports Club is placing the stamps at an easily accessible place, the Counsellor, that will be used every time you receive change. Let's see which dormitory will get a new idea with its faces of Hirohite, Mussolini, and Hitler.
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Rugged Room Mate Reverses
Rules To Reckon With Romeo

And still more cries for poems. It was very
difficult to keep the manuscript. When only
one poem is turned in during the
week, it would be very
more that there would come in.
You do not wish to turn in the
manuscript, just leave your name and
you will be contacted by some
member of the committee.

Here is a little ditty by Evert
Mora, hope you like it!

SOMEBODY AND SOMEWHERE

The moon sent messages of silent
light
That were spun with golden threads,
Tahey gave a complacency to the
nights.

The moon sent messages of silent
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Tahey gave a complacency to the
nights.
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That were spun with golden threads,
Tahey gave a complacency to the
nights.
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That were spun with golden threads,
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That were spun with golden threads,
Tahey gave a complacency to the
nights.
Highlights From The Sidelines

By JULIA STORER

Sports Club Met At House-in-Woods

The Sports Club met Tuesday at Hous-in-the-Woods. President Mar- thel Adams called for the meeting and the Club's project for the Infantile Paralysis campaign. Funds are now being collected for the campaign from every student on campus, and many from the faculty as well. Please give your support in this drive; all contributions are gratefully accepted. These funds will be sent to the National Infantile Paralysis Head- quarters from which the nation's attempt to wipe out this deadly disease is being prosecuted.

The deepest regret is that this column hereby withdraws its Sports Queen of the Week feature. We can't have a Sports Queen until we have some players; so it will have to wait.

Sports Club plans Garden For Victory

The Sports Club of G.R.W. will attempt to have a Victory Garden next year. Squirreis and bikes, Pres. Adams put the word for the before the members of the Council at their meeting Tuesday, they were met with enthusiastic approval.

The Sports Club will plant vegetables as corn, beans, peas, turnips, tomatoes, and many others. A few rows in the garden will be just for the feather and variety. Any member of the Club may help with the garden, but it is hoped that all will lend a hand to assure the success of this project.

Plans are now being formulated to secure a patch of land on campus. Many of the members of the Sports Council are in charge of them and their own groups, but these interested students will help along with others who are willing. This effort will not be an overwhelming success. The plans are in skeleton form but are being called in, and appointments are being made to discuss the garden. They will then submit the opinions to the Council at its meeting on Tuesday.

VISIT

Abraham Jewelry

For Delights Hamburgers and Sandwiches Phone Morris' Ph. 1302 Next To Ba.

VISIT THE Service Drug Co

A Clean Drug Store

College Girls Welcome

AT

BELK-HUDSON

FEATURING

Cardigans and Slip-Overs

Sweaters

50% Wool and 50% Rayon at $2.49

In Paste

All wood in Pastels and Dark Colors

$3.95

MEET THE CROW AT

CARL'S GRILL

GOOD SANDWICHES

DUNCAN'S SHOE STORE

•

BETTER SHOE FOR THE

COLLEGE TRADE

THOMPSON AND GARDINER JEWELERS

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks

EXPERT REPAIRING

130 N. Patterson Street

Valdosta, Georgia

DRUGS

COFFEE

SODA FOUNTAIN

SOMA-THALWIG'S

Sandwiches

Drinks

BROOKWOOD PHARMACY

Right Across From The Campus

Senator's Strive Against The Exercise For Energy

Rutherford Hall is a quite place. Until 11:00, then the Knock, knock sound left. "Go away. Go away!" were the words the Senator had to endure that night. He was forced to leave his bed and go out on the balcony to investigate. When he got there, he saw two men standing on the roof. One of them was smoking a cigarette while the other was playing a guitar. The Senator was surprised by their presence, but he didn't want to become involved. He turned around and walked back into his room. The next morning, he found that his bed was, in fact, ripped out. He was furious and immediately called the authorities. The police were able to track down the two men and they were arrested for their crimes. The Senator was relieved and he continued to live a peaceful life in Rutherford Hall.